
Problem
Digitization of historical text documents is imperfect and can result
in whitespace errors in the digitized texts. Consequently, items like
senatoradmits and endowedwith can appear in the corpus. Such errors
are common (more than30%) in a collectionof over300000nineteenth
century newspaper articles digitized in the Accessible archives. We
want a post-processing solution to correct whitespace errors, which
is unsupervised yet light-weight and scalable.

Solution Idea
A tokenmay bemissing whitespace if:
1. The token in out-of-vocabulary (applebanana3,watermelon 7)
2. Some segmentation of the token into substrings that are all
in-vocabulary (applebanana3, cherimoya 7)
Use corpus statistics to approximate the two conditions.

Proposed Solutions
Sol. 1: For any token, calculate likelihood ratios for all possible
segmentations based on the bigram (p2) and unigram (p1) probabilities.
For example, given the token applebanana, the ratio for one such
segmentation is:

r(applebanana) = p2 (apple, banana)
p1(applebanana)

Sol. 2: Accomodate context by calculating the likelihood ratios on
trigram(p3) and bigram(p2) probabilities. For example, given a phrase
memory often years, the ratio of one such segmentation is:

r(often) = p (of, ten | memory, years)
p(often | memory, years)

∝
p3 (years | of, ten) p3 (ten | memory, of) p2 (of | memory)

p3 (years | memory, often) p2 (often | memory)

Sol. 3: Calculate p3 and p2 using interpolation from original unsmooth
probabilities (p̂3, p̂2, p̂1) as follows:

p3(years | of, ten) = 0.7p̂3(years | of, ten) + 0.2p̂2(years | ten)
+ 0.1p̂1(years)

p2(years | ten) = 0.9p̂2(years | ten) + 0.1p̂1(years),

Rule: Score all candidate segmentations and choose the best
segmentation, but keep unchanged if score does not exceed a
pre-determined threshold.
The n-gram probabilities are calculated using n-gram counts from the
Google Books corpus from the same period.
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Whitespace errors (eg. onlytwo states) in
historical text archives can be fixed using
light-weight unsupervised methods inspired
by n-gram languagemodels.
Contextualization and interpolation are both
necessary for optimal performance.
Our code is publicly available.

Examples

Ex. Original Annotated Output
Non-contextual Contextual

1 andprovided and provided and provided (3) and provided (3)
2 safeguard safeguard safe guard (7) safeguard (3)
3 wearthese wear these wear these (3) wearthese (7)

Evaluation Setup

• 200 randomly chosen termswith 5 contexts each for annotation.
•Two annotators indicated whitespace errors and provided
segmentations when necessary (Annotator agreement=100%)

• 33% terms required segmentation.
System evaluation compares the proposed segmentations to the
annotated ones: an ideal system segments when necessary (few false
negatives) and avoids over-segmentation (few false positives).

Results
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•High rate of error correctionwith onlyminimal over-segmentation:
91% recall at a false positive rate of less than 3%.

•Contextualization and Interpolation are both necessary to improve
recall at low false positive rates.

•A data-driven, probabilistic approach key to get quality
segmentations: a rule-based baseline doing dictionary lookups has
0.24 precision and 0.39 false positive rate.
Resources

Code Paper
https://github.

com/sandeepsoni/

whitespace-normalizer

https://bit.ly/2VZ0YO5

https://github.com/sandeepsoni/whitespace-normalizer
https://github.com/sandeepsoni/whitespace-normalizer
https://github.com/sandeepsoni/whitespace-normalizer
https://bit.ly/2VZ0YO5

